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TURK QUAKE KILLS 1,300

DEYARMAK, Turkey (UPI) — A magnitude 7.4 earthquake killed at least 1,300 people in villages around Love in rural southern Turkey. The tremor destroyed homes and killed hundreds of people in villages. The tremor killed at least 1,300 people in villages around Love in rural southern Turkey. The tremor destroyed homes and killed hundreds of people in villages.

Guard Called To Louisville

Busing Foes Arrested

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — Police, reinforced by 200 National Guard troops, escorted 19 arrested protesters bound for the courthouse in the peaceful busing of black students to white schools.

BULLETIN

Leonia, N. J. — Parents' groups, which have been blocking children from going to school, have been arrested by police who have been blocking parents from going to school.

The Emergency Order was issued by the state's board of education.

'The City at the Red Flag

Inside News

Talks 'Unfruitful'

Service goes 'On-again, Off-again'

Change Ordered...

Charley CDC

Ohio parents won't send their children to integrated schools.

Journal Classified Ads

Get Quick Results... 737-6811

For Circulation, Call 737-7831

In today's decision, the second in the arbitration process that began Friday, the arbitrator discussed basic issues in the teachers' negotiations, including contract language, salary, and hours. The case was brought to the attention of the arbitrator by the teachers' union.

About the heads of police, Foulk said his er

exclusive interviews with key city officials and law enforcement officials about the city's response to the busing of black students.

The New America

Saigon Watts U.S. Recognition, Funds

In Saigon, the American government has been trying to reassert its influence in the country. The Saigon government has been trying to reassert its influence in the country. The Saigon government has been trying to reassert its influence in the country.

Water Costs: $1.7 Billion

By MIKE CULVER

UPD Capital Reporter

A $1.7 billion plan to stop the water from the city's main water tower has been approved by the city council. The plan will be financed through a bond issue.

The plan is estimated to cost $1.7 billion for the next 10 years.
Saigon Government Wants U.S. Recognition, Funds

Wealthy merchant of Saigon enjoys a quiet moment in his home. The merchant plans to use the funds from a recent lottery win to support the Vietnamese government's efforts to gain international recognition and aid.

Tonekei Speaks

"We Vietnamese have often wondered why the U.S. does not recognize our government. It is true that we have been at war with our neighbors for many years, but we believe that a more peaceful future can be achieved through negotiation and compromise. We hope that the U.S. will eventually recognize our sovereignty and help us build a better future for all our people."
Sooner Scene

Cool Front Leaves State

High-pressure system moving downstream left the weather relatively cool for the state. Temperatures were in the low 70s in many areas, but there were a few spots where it reached into the 80s. The cool front is expected to move off to the east, bringing drier air and mild weather for the remainder of the week.

Funeral Monday For Florence Hill

Simson Services Scheduled

Florence Hill, a beloved member of the community, passed away last week. Her funeral will be held on Monday at 10 AM at the Simson Funeral Home. Family and friends are invited to attend and celebrate her life. Services will be followed by interment at the Oakwood Cemetery.

Rumors Surround Latimer Deaths

Police are investigating the death of Latimer, who was found with signs of trauma. The community is reeling from the tragedy, with many expressing their condolences. The police are urging anyone with information to come forward.

Fabric Sale!

SAVE NOW DURING WALLS BIG FABRIC SALE!

Summer Prints

$1.00 to $1.64

Sheers $1.67

Polyester and Cotton $1.00

Buttons 10c

Notions 5c

54¢ Quilted Prints

Del City Only—Take Your Choice Tapes & Trims $4.50

Sewing Thread

5¢

Your Choice

HARDWARE FIRE STOCK

$125,000 BLUE IRON FURNACE DUT. SUPPLIES, MILL SUPPLIES, U.S. GOVERNMENT, SUPPLIES, AND MUCH MORE!

30% OFF

Canning Barrels

Hair Spray

Shampoo

Dye Gel

Flashlight

Encyclopedia

Vitamin

Brushes

Watches

STOKE HOURS

Mon. thru Fri. 10:00 to 9:00, Sat. 10:00 to 6:00
Editorsials

The Kent State Issue

The week of Robert F.1. was one of the most difficult in our history. It is our responsibility to the students of the world, who are facing the same problems, to help them understand the importance of the issues at hand.

It is necessary for us to keep the peace, but it is also necessary for us to be aware of the dangers that lie ahead.

My daughter will never need to know

Alcohol, Stress Linked

The 2017 study found that the highest levels of alcohol consumption were in the Midwest. It is also true that in the Midwest, the most stress is experienced.

The issues of alcohol and stress are linked.

State Editors Say

Fed Up With Filtered Water

The problem with filtered water is that it is not as good as the water that we get from the tap.

Paul Harvey

Busing—A Sad Mistake

The busing policy has caused a lot of problems for the students.

Bill Tharp

Here's One for Guinness

A Guinness is a great drink, but it is also a dangerous one.

Jack Anderson

Patent Bill Fraud On Public

The patent bill is a fraud on the public.

Lamb Line

Fire Halted Quickly

The fire was quickly halted.

Insecticide Fight Needs New Carson

New Carson needs to fight against the insecticide.

Ronald Reagan

So Much For U.S. History

The history of the United States is very important.

The People's Voice

Police Share Crime Blame

The police should be blamed for the crime.

Reagan Still Actor

The actor Reagan is still acting.

Betty, Wilbur

Belly Button Age!

The age of the belly button is very important.

Trap Foes Mixed Up

The trap is mixed up.

Hall Frame-Up Victim

The victim of the hall frame-up is helpless.
JCPenney
Fall Fashion Festival

Our highland sweater look.
Soft heather tones
and a very bonnie price.
23.88

Watson's 69 Leads Series By 3
Schroeder Holds Lead At Southern

Pitt Explodes For 19-9 Win Over Georgia

Quarterback Fuels Terps

Chris Wins; Jimmy To Face Orantes
Asylum Sought

Sooner's Elect Four Captains
Stanley Salutes Generals

Monds' Hairstyle Is All-American

Tom Wright
Spartans Nail Trojans

Bears Crush Vikings, 47-6

Reese No. 2? Not For Long, He Says

Wins Especially Sweet For Marvel, Carpenter

Defensive Backfield Tops, Too

Has Burk Taken Over As Poke Quarterback?
Presidents Are Key To Cutting Costs

Cardinals Nail Mets

Bengals Belt Lions

Stadium, Baby, Salems, 24-13

Pirates Romp

1975 NFL POSTSEASON PLAYOFFS

Dubai, USA, Oct 12, 75

Players: Bengals vs. Lions
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Bread Price Traced From Farm To Store

by DON DREHER

News Services

In what appears to be the first of a series of reports on the changing economic climate, the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce has released a study on the relationship between bread prices and farm costs. The study, which was conducted by a team of economists and business analysts, reveals a strong correlation between the cost of bread and the cost of wheat.

The study found that the price of bread has increased 30% in the past year, with the majority of this increase attributable to higher wheat costs. The cost of wheat has increased 25% in the same period, due in part to a significant decrease in the supply of wheat from international sources.

The study also notes that the price of bread is likely to continue to rise in the coming months, as the supply of wheat remains tight and demand for bread remains strong.

German Car Makers Adjust To U.S. Need

by JIM RACONE

Staff Writer

The German car makers have been quick to adjust to the increased demand for European cars in the United States. In response to the growing interest in their products, several German car makers have introduced new models and expanded their sales networks in the U.S.

One of the most notable changes is the introduction of the new BMW M5. This high-performance sedan is priced at $75,000, making it the most expensive BMW ever produced. The M5 is powered by a 5.0-liter V10 engine, which produces 530 horsepower and 550 lb-ft of torque.

Another significant development is the expansion of the Audi dealerships in the U.S. Audi has announced plans to open 50 new dealerships in the next five years, bringing the total number of Audi dealerships in the country to 250.

Japan Autos Face End Of Dream Era?

by JOHN DOUGLAS

Staff Writer

The Japanese auto industry is facing a major challenge as the dream era of low-cost, fuel-efficient cars comes to an end. After a decade of growth, the Japanese car makers are now facing increased competition from American and European manufacturers.

The industry is also grappling with the high cost of research and development, which has led to higher prices for Japanese cars. As a result, some analysts predict that the Japanese car makers may need to restructure their operations to remain competitive.

New Cigarette

Due In OKC Area

by DEBORAH MILLER

Staff Writer

Several new cigarette brands are expected to debut in the Oklahoma City area in the coming months. The new brands include the popular "American Longs," which is known for its long, filtered cigarettes.

The new cigarettes will be available at a select number of stores in the OKC area, including the new "American Longs" store located at 123 Main Street. The store is expected to open in the next few weeks, and will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Social Security

Land Sales Dip

Cow Hides Stretch To Meet Demands

Business News In Brief

Deepwater Drilling Up

The new Touch-a-matic telephone...
**BUSINESS**

**Bread Price Traced From Farm To Store**

**In the News**

F. W. Plowman, a farmer from Oklahoma, spoke about the high bread prices. The bread price increase can be traced to the high cost of flour and other ingredients. The processor, however, is also a factor. The processor, a major player in the bread industry, has been raising prices due to increased costs of production. The processor's increased costs are due to rising prices of raw materials and energy. The farmer, Plowman, emphasized the need for government intervention to stabilize the bread market.

**Showcase, Home Show Open**

The Showcase Home Show is open for business. The event features a variety of homes and real estate options. Visitors can explore the latest trends in home design and装饰. The show is a great opportunity for homeowners to see new ideas and products. Visitors are encouraged to take advantage of the event and expand their knowledge of the home market.

**Social Security**

All Social Security recipients can expect to receive their monthly benefits on time, regardless of the financial status of the government. The Social Security Administration has announced that the benefits will be paid as scheduled. The agency has taken steps to ensure that the benefits are not delayed due to any budget issues. Recipients can expect to receive their benefits in the usual manner.

**Land Sales Dip**

The land sales market has experienced a dip recently. According to the latest reports, fewer land sales have been recorded. The dip is attributed to various factors, including the economic downturn and the high cost of living. The market is expected to recover in the near future as the economy improves.

**Cow Hides Stretch To Meet Demands**

The cow hide market has experienced a surge recently. The demand for cow hides has increased due to the rising popularity of leather goods. Producers have had to stretch their resources to meet the demand. The market is expected to remain strong in the coming months.

**New Loan Unit Set**

The new loan unit has been set up to provide financial assistance to those in need. The unit will provide loans to individuals and businesses. The loans will be available at fair rates and terms. The unit is committed to helping those who are struggling financially.

**Business News In Brief**

- **New Cigarette Due In OKC Area**
  - A new cigarette brand is set to hit the market in the OKC area. The cigarette, which is expected to be well-received, is being marketed as a healthy alternative to other popular brands.

- **Japan Autos Face End Of Dream Era?**
  - Japan's auto industry is facing a challenging period. The industry, which was once known for its innovation and efficiency, is now facing increased competition from other countries. The future of the industry remains uncertain.

- **Deepwater Drilling Up**
  - The deepwater drilling industry is experiencing a resurgence. The technology and equipment used in deepwater drilling are improving, making the process more efficient and cost-effective.

**The new Touch-a-matic telephone...**

- **Up to 31 of your important phone numbers...**
  - The Touch-a-matic telephone makes it easy to remember and redial your numbers. The phone allows you to store up to 31 of your important numbers. The numbers can be redialed automatically at the touch of a button.

- **Norman Corrals New Cow Breed**
  - Norman, a small town in Oklahoma, has developed a new cow breed. The breed is being marketed as a hardy and efficient cow. The town is promoting the breed to attract new residents and businesses.
City Organizations To Open Season With Coffees, Teas

A CRACKER JAYCEE sponsored breakfast meeting of the Chamber of Commerce was held recently. The breakfast meeting was held at the Chamber of Commerce building. The Chamber of Commerce is a non-profit organization that promotes the economic and social well-being of the community. The Chamber of Commerce holds various events throughout the year, including breakfast meetings, to bring together business leaders and community members.

Republican Women Plan Tea

The Republican Women's Club of Pampa will be having a tea on Sunday, September 15th, at the Pampa Community Center. The tea will feature a selection of teas and pastries. The proceeds from the tea will go towards supporting community events and activities. The Republican Women's Club is a social organization that promotes the interests of women in the political arena.

Full Tea Set By Security

The Andrews Peaks, tea and entertainment, will be held at the Andrews Peaks, located at 1001 Main Street, Pampa. The Andrews Peaks is a popular entertainment venue that hosts various events throughout the year, including teas and performances. The Andrews Peaks currently has a full tea set available for purchase.
A Past To Remember... A Future To Mold

"Oklahoma's Bicentennial activities are among the oldest to be found anywhere in the nation. National Bicentennial American Revolution Bicentennial Administration"

"Oklahoma's Bicentennial activities are among the oldest to be found anywhere in the nation."

"Oklahoma are involved and certainly no other is the term, 'people participation' more applicable than that here in our state."

"Oklahoma are involved and certainly no other is the term, 'people participation' more applicable than that here in our state."

"The Bicentennial provides an opportunity for a better community by the people of Oklahoma to actively participate in that makes for 'Quality of Life.' It is a time for working together and sharing the rights and privileges of our society, while assuming the responsibilities to make Oklahoma greater in the third century of our country."

"The Bicentennial provides an opportunity for a better community by the people of Oklahoma to actively participate in that makes for 'Quality of Life.' It is a time for working together and sharing the rights and privileges of our society, while assuming the responsibilities to make Oklahoma greater in the third century of our country."

"Oklahoma's Spirit of '76"

"Oklahoma's Spirit of '76"

"The overall goal of the Bicentennial is to gain the greatest individual participation and to forge a new national commitment - a New Spirit of '76 - a spirit which revitalizes the ideals for which the American Revolution was fought."

"The overall goal of the Bicentennial is to gain the greatest individual participation and to forge a new national commitment - a New Spirit of '76 - a spirit which revitalizes the ideals for which the American Revolution was fought."

"THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL AUTHORITY OF OKLAHOMA"
Today, 88 million adult Americans will drink a cup of coffee. But 102 million will read a newspaper.
Oklahoma Journal

OKLAHOMA JOURNAL calls your attention to an opportunity to see

3 DAY STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast

TO MIAMI FLORIDA

TO SEE MIAMI'S HURRICANE

Friday, Sept. 26th

Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday

Sept. 25-27

FREE TRIPS IN ALL!

28 FREE TRIPS IN ALL!

TO SEE MIAMI'S HURRICANE

FULLY LOADED WITH 28 FREE TRIPS IN ALL!

28 FREE TRIPS IN ALL!

Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday

Sept. 25-27

STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast

Oklahoma Journal

Stay at the Americans Pop Rally Breakfast

"The Oklahoma Journal calls your attention to an opportunity to see Oklahoma's HURRICANE. Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday, Sept. 25-27. Stay at the Americans Pop Rally Breakfast."

STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO BUY

HERE'S A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO SEE MIAMI'S HURRICANE. STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast. Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday, Sept. 25-27. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO BUY.

STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast

"The Oklahoma Journal calls your attention to an opportunity to see Oklahoma's HURRICANE. Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday, Sept. 25-27. STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO BUY."

"The Oklahoma Journal calls your attention to an opportunity to see Oklahoma's HURRICANE. Trip Thurs.-Fri. & Saturday, Sept. 25-27. STAY AT THE AMERICANS Pop Rally Breakfast. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO BUY."
Family Hour Sour

**THURSDAY, JUNE 1**

**5 - WELCOME TO THE BRIGHT NEW WORLD OF ABC!**
Monday 7:00 PM

ABC News, William Shatner and Doug McKeon team up to take you on a television odyssey.

**5 - WELCOME BACK, KOTTER**
Tuesday 7:30 PM

**5 - WHEN THINGS WERE ROUGH**
Wednesday 7:00 PM

**5 - STARSKY & HUTCH**
Wednesday 9:00 PM

**5 - ON THE ROCKS**
Thursday 7:30 PM

**5 - MOBILE ONE**
Friday 7:00 PM

**5 - LEWIS ALLEN’S Production of SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON**
Sunday 6:00 PM

**5 - SPACE 1999**
Sunday 7:00 PM

ALL NEW...ALL ON KOCO/Channel 5 abc

---

**GOOD BAD GUY RETURNS TO TELEVISION**

By Lawrence Kasdan

Jared Lee Lewin was a man of two faces, one good and one bad. He was a kind and gentle soul who would do anything for his family, but he was also a ruthless and deadly criminal who would stop at nothing to get what he wanted.

Once a member of the Yakuza, Lewin was imprisoned for a crime he did not commit. After his release, he was hired by a powerful corporation to help them take down their rivals. This corporation was run by the evil Mr. Black, who wanted to control the city.

Lewin was able to use his skills to infiltrate the corporation and gather information, but this led him down a dark path. He found himself drawn into a world of crime and violence, where he had tochoose between his loyalty to his family and his duty to protect the city.

In the end, it was Lewin's own family who stood against him. They saw the danger he was in and tried to talk him out of it, but it was too late. Lewin was forced to make a choice, one that would change his life forever.

---

**TELLY SAVALAS: JUST A PUSSYCAT**

By George Stevens

Telly Savalas was a man of many faces. He was a actor, a producer, and a director. He was also a womanizer and a womanizer. He was known for his roles in movies like "The Naked Gun" and "Airplane!" But he was also known for his wild lifestyle and his womanizing.

Savalas was born in 1930 in New York City. He started his career as a model and quickly made a name for himself as a fashion icon. He was known for his flamboyant style and his Never-Wear-Ties-and-Socks look.

Savalas' career took off in the 1960s when he starred in the hit TV show "Kojak." He was known for his tough officer character, but he also had a softer side. He was involved in several charities and was a supporter of the arts.

Savalas passed away in 2004 at the age of 74. He left behind a legacy as an icon of the 1970s, a style icon, and a man of many faces.
SW Showcase, Home Show-Open

Southwest Showcase of Homes will feature the finest in construction and materials.

Unique Chance Offered To Home Buyers

Builders in the Southwest are offering the chance to see a new home in construction. This is an opportunity to see the finest in building and materials. The Southwest Showcase of Homes will feature homes that are under construction in various stages of completion. The homes will be open to the public for viewing.

Entertaining Show Ready

The Southwest Showcase of Homes features homes that are ready to entertain. These homes are designed to provide a welcoming atmosphere for gatherings. The homes showcase the latest in interior design and fixtures. The Southwest Showcase of Homes also features homes that are ready to show. These homes are fully furnished and ready for viewing. The homes are located in various neighborhoods throughout the Southwest area. The Southwest Showcase of Homes will feature homes that are entertaining and ready for viewing.

Southwest Showcase of Homes will feature homes that are under construction and ready to show. These homes are designed to provide a welcoming atmosphere for gatherings. The homes showcase the latest in interior design and fixtures. The Southwest Showcase of Homes also features homes that are ready to show. These homes are fully furnished and ready for viewing. The homes are located in various neighborhoods throughout the Southwest area. The Southwest Showcase of Homes will feature homes that are entertaining and ready for viewing.
Showcase Fits Needs, Wishes

Wait Costs Buyer

Heat Pump Saves

2205 COBURG PLACE
VILLAGE GREEN
J.W. MASHBURN CONSTRUCTION CO.
691-1641

12109 WENTWORTH PLACE
VILLAGE GREEN
J.S. HAHN 691-2554

12234 HIGHMEADOW CT.
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE
GREENBRIAR MANAGEMENT 691-3636

1132 N.W. 7th Pl. MOORE
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE III
HAWORTH & SONS 794-1611

FEATURING: ELECTRIC HEAT & AIR-ELECTRIC WATER HEATING-ELECTRIC KITCHENS
1208 N.W. 7th Place, Moore
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE III
PARAGON HOMES, INC. 794-6624

Delightful Spanish style home with family room featuring cathedral ceiling, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, central air and heat... equipped for complete air conditioning throughout.

1212 N.W. 7th Place, Moore
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE III
PARAGON HOMES, INC. 794-6624

Spanish style home has 1,500 square feet of living, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large family room with fireplace and bookshelf, living room, entry, kitchen, 2-car garage.

804 Robinson Ave., Moore
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE III
J.W. Mashburn Homes 691-1807

Delightful Spanish style home is perfect for growing family. Features 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, utility room, fireplace and beautiful view.

733 Robinson Ave., Moore
GREENBRIAR EASTLAKE III
R.L. Miller Bldg. Co. 881-3271

Spanish style home with 1,520 square feet of living area, hooked up for central air and heat, formal dining room, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fireplace.

937 N.W. 9th Street, Moore
SOUTHGATE
HAROLD & STONE CONSTRUCTION CO. 831-7416

Spanish colonial home features 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, walk-in closets in all bedrooms, formal living room, fireplace, basement and heated garage...

321 S.W. 103
RANCHWOOD MANOR
R. ROY FREEMAN, INC. 794-4761

Ranch style home with 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fireplace, formal dining room, large living room, 2-car garage, washer and dryer.

309 S.W. 103rd
RANCHWOOD MANOR
S & B NELLER CONSTRUCTION CO. 794-8637

Spanish style ranch with 2,000 square feet, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, formal dining room, living room, 2-car garage, washer and dryer, fireplace.

10416 S. Hudson
RANCHWOOD MANOR
S & B NELLER CONSTRUCTION CO. 794-8637

Spanish style ranch with 2,200 square feet, 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, formal dining room, living room, 2-car garage, washer and dryer.

FEATURING: ELECTRIC HEAT & AIR-ELECTRIC WATER HEATING-ELECTRIC KITCHENS
Original Interiors Displayed

Brick, Windows Top Checklist

Fireplaces Can Add Warm Home Value
The 1975 Crossroads Home Show

Through Sunday, Sept. 14

Thirty-seven displays on our mall... featuring ideas, products and services for the home. Plus, great family entertainment in Center Court by The Tarzan Swing Band and The Tabasco. Bring your family.

Sponsored by The Southwest Homebuilders Association and The Crossroads.

South Interstates 35 & Interstates 44

Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Ride bus line 20 to the mall.

Total Electric

Held in connection with the 1975 Southwest Showcase of Homes

Featuring 48 Beautiful New Total Electric Homes
Hearty $75 to $125 off.

Save $125
Our solid pine bedroom has a hand-crafted look

43488
REGULARLY 549.95

The American revival is evident in the merchantable house with chest storage and antique reproduction. The design of the chest was inspired by the classic 18th century style. It comes in a variety of sizes that fit all bedroom options. The chest features chest-on-chest, chest-on-dresser, and chest-on-mirror sets. The chest also includes a hand-crafted look that recreates the time-honored charm of antiques.

Save $75
Matching dining room in Appalachian pine.

37988
REGULARLY 499.95

Dining group includes a 44-inch round table with two 10-inch leaves, and four upholstered chairs with thickly padded seats and backs. The table is made of solid oak for greater strength. All products feature an excellent interpretation of colonial styles. China hutch, regularly 259.95...399.95

Buy cash, regularly 189.95....239.95

NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. '76. FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.

Style. And $65 savings.

Country designed master bedroom.

23488
3-PC. SET, REGULARLY 399.96

Stylish and classic, this bedroom set features a chest of drawers with pine-engraved sides and top, and finished in bright pewter. The bed has a unique design, and the nightstand matches perfectly. Chest, regularly 150...418.88
Nightstand, reg. 189.95....168.88

$20 to $40 off.
The dinette takes on a sleek contemporary image.

YOUR
CHOICE
21988
REGULARLY 299.95

Double plank table, stools, and plastic laminate surface resembling birch in black. Foam chairs have vinyl upholstery. Chrome pedestal table has 13-inch round, grooved glass top. Four chairs have vinyl upholstery. The table also features a unique design, and the chairs have vinyl seats, metal acrylic backs.

MONTGOMERY WARD
$50 off. Your style sofa.

Distinctive seating designed to set your decorating theme.

279.88

REGULARLY 329.90

- Early American in popular peach look. Luxurious design with a rich, warm look. Two-tone finish on solid wood frame and arm rests. Rugged canvas-upholstered seating. $189.99: Queen, $134.80
- Contemporary styling: Luxurious האחרונים, black satin, high-back, microfiber, vinyl upholstery. $182.88: Chair, $279.88: Loveseat, $409.99: Sofa
- Transitional style: Real or simulated leather upholstery in designer matched grain. $179.88: Chair, $209.99: Loveseat, $299.88: Sofa

$10 off. Stunning tables: cocktail, end or hexagon.

59.88

REG. 69.95

- Early American: In-wood with solid wood legs, shaped top and solid wood trim. $39.88: Chair, $59.88: Loveseat, $89.88: Sofa

NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. '76. FINANCE CHARGES

$50 off. Queen sleepers.

Your choice of sleeping beauty that makes an instant guest room.

279.88

REG. 329.90

- Contemporary in wooden frame, upholstered in designer matched grain. $169.99: Twin, $199.99: Full, $249.99: Queen

Wards sleepers start at low as 239.88

$30 off. Super-firm twin-size mattress or foundation.

69.88

REG. 99.95

- Queen: 60" x 80", 2" thick, not recommended for children under 3. $49.99: Twin, $39.99: Full
- King: 78" x 80", 2" thick, not recommended for children under 3. $69.99: Queen, $59.99: Twin

$10 off. Twin-size mattress or foundation. $10 off. Base of the bed, 2" thick, not recommended for children under 3. $10 off. Complete foundation. $10 off. Box spring or platform. $10 off. Base of the bed, 2" thick, not recommended for children under 3. $10 off. Complete foundation. $10 off. Box spring or platform. $10 off. Base of the bed, 2" thick, not recommended for children under 3.


ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.

MONTGOMERY WARD
25% off all our draperies!

Every bedspread and matching bedroom drapery.

- All size bedspreads in stock: king, queen, full, twin or blanket
- Choose from ruffles, chek, print, valance, lined, unlined, sheer, or bead trim
- Most of Ward's bedspreads available in many colors and styles
- Draperies in a variety of colors and styles
- Custom orders welcome

Save 33%.
Wards special-order bedroom ensembles.

Our elegant designs and fabrics will delight you. Rich
velvets in prunes and all colors wall
lined, ruffled, Austrian swag or fringe
trimmed. Pink voile, drapes, panels,
valances, striped, cafe, and
matching pillow shams. See our sam
ples in the store.

25% off all sizes made-to-measure.

Do you have odd-size windows? Bring your
window measurements to Wards. Made
to-measure draperies are available lined
unlined or extra full. Fully lined is hung in
the store. See our drapery samples with
trims, tassels, and monograms. See our sam
ples in the store.

25% off fabrics for custom-made.

Do you want a unique look for your room? Wards
can provide custom draperies in a variety of styles and colors.

25% off ready-made draperies.

Choose from a wide selection of colors,
styles and fabrics in stock. Bring them on
right away. Many machine washable
drapes are available, so easy to care for.
Some have installable acrylic from back
in help protect against heat and cold.

NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. 1976. FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.
Savings of 21% to 37%. 30% off 2 carpets, 22 colors.

Save $100. Chiming grandfathers.
$249 $279

Sculptured shag.
Glasbake "Style Pack" is the latest in carpet fashion. Nylon pile is dimensional, easy-care. Superior plush look adds an elegantly rich touch to your decor. A choice of colors.

Level-loop print.
"Hi-loop" our best-selling level-loop carpet is an outstanding buy. Rugged Axminster pile exposed and soft, is easy to maintain. Level-loop construction is long-lasting in active areas, comes in sixteen colorful prints shown here.

Shop at home.
Call Ward's to set appointments to obtain a free estimate on carpet and expert installation.

BIG SAVINGS ON ADDITIONAL CARPETS IN MANY STYLES AND COLORS!

37% off. The popular country-lake hurricane lamp.
18$8

32% off. Mood makers for an elegant living room.
YOUR CHOICE $268 REG. $38.8

Wade's better-quality cushioned vinyl flooring.
439

Save 28% Room-size tubular braid reverses for extra wear.
4999 REG. $69.8

NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. '76. FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.
Entertainment. Savings.

$70 off. 100% solid state color TV. 399.88" REGULARLY 469.95
Our best portable 4-function Auto Color tube is a perfect picture and attracts attention to your home. Just plug it into a 120-volt outlet, 1/2" diagonal screen. Money refunded.

$51 off. 19" diagonal portable TV. 100% solid state. Wide color at an affordable price. **$268**

AM, FM, high fidelity, stereo sound, battery operated. **Save $22.**

$41 off. Console stereo with AM/FM tape player. $138.88
AM/FM station, auto-changer, 6-disk cassette sound switch. **Regularly 179.95**

$35 off. AM/FM stereo system with 8-track player. Auto-changer. **$149.98**
8-track tape player, cassette-to-tape adapter, speaker, remote control.

Console stereo and stereo component system have sound quality to match any home. **NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. '76. FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.**

Gourmet cooking. $62 off.

Wards deluxe microwave oven with built-in broiler. $337 REGULARLY $399
Convenient 600-watt input. 700-watt output. Easy to use, push button. 99% efficiency. No external microwave. Money refunded. **$175**

Big value.

EIGHT-CUP COFFEE POT

Microwave oven is fast, cool. 900-watt output. $167

Add grill, brown food in seconds. Reg. $199

Compare! Power clean carpet with easy handling vac. **$38**
Regular brush makes dirt and dust easy to remove. Revolving suction head, 2-in-1 vacuum head, low cost, compact.

Great buy! Canister vac has tank 1 3/4 HP, accessories, $28
Lightweight, all-suction, 50-oil. 8-mo. oil change. Base and convenient carrying handles.

Save $11. Wards Early American wall-draft heaters. YOUR CHOICE **$88**
Add decorative, metal gas heater. Perforated, has simple touch-up lid. Heavy-duty steel walls. 31 lbs. 31" high. $74. Add fan. $6.99. Add 8". $5.59.
$80 off Giant 21.4-cu.ft. all-frostless refrigerator.

399.88

Lots of storage space, big top-mount freezer.

$70 off Big 19.5-cu.ft. 3-door refrigerator. All three door styles you can see here to decide. 42.5-cu-ft. freezer. Dual cold control.

Save 50. 16-cycle wash in dishwasher.

249.88

Fold-down cycles, 1000 more cycles and 1200 more cycles. Big capacity with 1000 more cycles. Big capacity with 1200 more cycles. Big capacity with 1600 more cycles.

Value.

Compare. Ward's powerful trash compactor.

$199.99

Save 10. Complimentary 390 electric range.

$177.99

Value. Extra storage for easy access to big spices. Big capacity with 1000 more cycles. Big capacity with 1200 more cycles. Big capacity with 1600 more cycles.

Wards service is famous nationwide.

FREEZE IT AND SAVE.

Wards 19-cu.ft. upright or 23-cu.ft. chest freezer.

Your choice 299.88

Regularly 359.95.

Special buy.

$21 off compact chest freezer.

Wards service is famous nationwide.
Team up and save $70.

Each takes 20-lb. loads to cut washday in half! SAVE $40 on washer. SAVE $30 on dryer.

259.88 WASHER REG. 319.88
199.88 ELEC DRYER REG. 259.88

A special buy.

Save $10-12 Charming decorator swags for any room, any decor.
(Instant chance swag--- 10". Made, made, cello, cello, chenille material. 17". Made, made, cello, cello, white square shade. 14". Made, made, cello, cello, crystal basket swag.

8-foot pool table has 3/4-inch slate bed. Washington Blend billiard cloth, felt lined, hand-crafted top rails, spool, balls, Mated pocket liners. Wire ball return. $20 off! Versatile 3-in-1 table. Durable, child-proof & lasts for many years. 48" diameter, 39" high with simulated walnut grain. High pressure plastic laminate top. $199.88 WOODEN CASE

8-foot pool table has 3/4-inch slate bed. Washington Blend billiard cloth, felt lined, hand-crafted top rails, spool, balls, Mated pocket liners. Wire ball return. $20 off! Versatile 3-in-1 table. Durable, child-proof & lasts for many years. 48" diameter, 39" high with simulated walnut grain. High pressure plastic laminate top. $199.88 WOODEN CASE

FOR FAST SHOPPING SAY "CHARGE IT" WITH A WARD'S CHARG-ALL ACCOUNT

Each takes 20-lb. loads to cut washday in half! SAVE $40 on washer. SAVE $30 on dryer.

259.88 WASHER REG. 319.88
199.88 ELEC DRYER REG. 259.88

No extra charge for color now. Expect service nationwide. Gas dryer, 250 extra.

NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEB. 76. FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD.
13 fantastic bargains.

$10 to $20 savings.
Wards fully-assembled all-steel cabinets.

- Shelves in pantry: 29.88
- Shelves in utility: 39.88
- Shelves in bathroom: 29.88
- Shelves in bedroom: 39.88

Value.

*36 savings. 9.95
- Desk with hutch: 99.88
- Chair with Forma: Free
- Bookcase: 89.88
- Lamp: 29.95
- Clock: 8.95

Free print.
- With purchase of Funchoid: 2.95
- Funchoid: 29.95
- Funchoid: 3.95

Save $2.
- Merry Formal Blanket: 29.95
- Merry Formal Pillow: 9.95

Value. That's what we're all about.
GODFATHER

THE BROTHERS' GUARDIAN

Glen Campbell and Edie Adams split

GILMORE BROTHERS

The stage attraction of the decade becomes the greatest entertainment event in history!

THIS IS IT

THE CARPET SALE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

12,000 Yds. at

$4.89

PER SQ. YD.

YOUR CHOICE

PADDING & INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

CARPETS THAT NORMALLY WOULD SELLS FROM $6.95 TO $13.95

Bring Your Room Before You Buy Anywhere

Sizes and Take Be Sure to Shop Our Your Carpet Home Selection — Save 1/2

CALL 634-5755

OPEN DAILY 8:30 SUN. 12:7

HALLMARK CARPET

220 S. Robinson — Oklahoma City

Michael Wittig Jr. still lives on a Westside ranch...

What does it take to turn a man into a hero? — R.L. Johnson

The late Canadian Right Wing news paper... "Bridge Too Far."...it quit publication

New test to determine if you have a cancer... what should you do? — J.D. Davis

The stage attraction of the decade becomes the greatest entertainment event in history!

JAMES WHITMORE as Harry S. Truman in

GIVE 'EM HELL, HARRY!

NOW ON THE SCREEN. Captured for the cameras...unchanged...unedited...exactly as it was presented on stage.

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT. Only At These 3 Theatres!!

Bill Sargent presents

TOWER CINEMA

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4

Cinemas 4
Smoke's Fame Spreading Like Wildfire

Texans Like Sooner Brand Of Festival

Can't Take 'Country' Away From Atoka
**RENT A HORN FOR YOUR SCHOOL BAND**

All kinds of HORNs to rent at low prices. Write today.

JENKINS

**NOW SERVING THE GREAT STEAK MEAL**

A Full Meal for only 

$2.79

Choose from:

- Sizzling Unsmoked Banana Pepper Steak
- Unsmoked Smothered Banana Pepper Steak
- Peppered Unsmoked Banana Pepper Steak
- Onions & Banana Pepper Steak

LUNDS OF LAMBERT

**GASLIGHT DINNER THEATRE**

The Hardest Comedy in Town

**HAPPY HOUR**

4 PM to 7 PM

2 DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

1 Rogers and Other Fine Sandwiches

**AGENDA**

A Guide to The Arts

Theater:

- Advance Ticket Sale
  - Save Up To 35%
  - "Saint" Fairy Oklahoma
  - September 23-25
  - Ice Capades September 10-18
  - Rodeo September 9-10

- Advance Ticket Sale
  - Save Up To 35%
  - "Saint" Fairy Oklahoma
  - September 23-25
  - Ice Capades September 10-18
  - Rodeo September 9-10

- Advance Ticket Sale
  - Save Up To 35%
  - "Saint" Fairy Oklahoma
  - September 23-25
  - Ice Capades September 10-18
  - Rodeo September 9-10

- Advance Ticket Sale
  - Save Up To 35%
  - "Santt" Fairy Oklahoma
  - September 23-25
  - Ice Capades September 10-18
  - Rodeo September 9-10

**Southwest Photos Go On Display**

Loretta Guinness spent $30,000 to purchase a collection of over 1,000 photographs that will be on display at the Southwest. The exhibit will run from September 15 to 20. The photographs were taken by various photographers and depict life in the Southwest during the 20th century. The exhibit will be located at the Denver Art Museum.
HUNTING - SPORT OR SLAUGHTER?

By Sander Vangus

Washington - In the early evening of "All in the Family" on CBS this fall, Archie Bunker will see his friends in whom he has always admired and with whom he spent many happy hours. Still, he will be watching a movie and there is no indication that he will be watching "All in the Family." A few months ago, when he was watching a news program on ABC, he remarked that he didn't understand why people would want to watch a movie when they could read a book.

"All in the Family" is a new show on ABC that has been described as a "family soap opera." It is about a family that lives in a small town and has to deal with all the problems that come with being a family. The show is about the different ways that people cope with these problems and the ways that they learn to live with each other.

"All in the Family" has been controversial because of its portrayal of race and ethnicity. Some people have said that it is not realistic to portrait black and white people living together in this way. Others have said that it is important to have these kinds of stories told on television.

"All in the Family" has been a ratings success for ABC. It has been nominated for several awards and has won some. It has also been a hit with advertisers, who have paid a lot of money to have their products advertised on the show.

"All in the Family" has been a controversial show. It has been accused of being unrealistic and not realistic to portray black and white people living together in this way. Others have said that it is important to have these kinds of stories told on television.
Can’t Take ‘Country’ Away From Atoka

Saturday on TV

Art Instructors Named

‘Archie’ Shifted By Network

Movies on TV

Can’t Take ‘Country’ Away From Atoka

Country singer was feeling just fine. The song that Factor had written and recorded for the movie, 'Country,' was released recently and has been a big hit. The singer had been in the studio for months, working on the album, and he was thrilled with the results. He was ready to start touring to promote the album, and he couldn’t wait to see how the audience would react.

Art Instructors Named

When your instructor and a companion ride in your car, it’s not unusual to see them talking. Sometimes they’ll discuss their art, other times they’ll chat about the weather. But one day, a conversation took place that was a little different. The instructor, who was known for her innovative techniques, was discussing the importance of light and shadow in art. Her companion, who was a student, was intrigued by her ideas. They spent the rest of the ride talking about the beauty of light and how it can change the way we see the world.

‘Archie’ Shifted By Network

The popular TV show, 'Archie,' has been on the air for many years. But now, the network that airs it is shifting it to a different time slot. The move has caused some controversy, as fans of the show have mixed feelings about it. Some are happy about the new time slot, as it gives them a chance to see the show without having to miss other important things in their day. Others are not so happy, as they feel that the show is being given less attention and respect.

Movies on TV

This week, there are several movies on TV that you might want to check out. 'The Great Gatsby,' directed by Baz Luhrmann, is a new release that has been getting a lot of attention. 'The Hunger Games,' the latest in the popular book series, is also on TV this week. And '12 Years a Slave,' a powerful drama about slavery in the U.S., is being shown as part of a special series on the history of slavery in America.
"Why Viceroy? Because I'd never smoke a boring cigarette."

Viceroy. Where excitement is now a taste.
Can Jealousy Possibly Be an "Obsolete" Emotion?

By Joseph Simon

Recently, a young woman, whom I shall call "Daisy," told me about her breakup. I was told that they had been together for two years, and that the relationship had ended on amicable terms. However, it was clear that Daisy was experiencing intense feelings of jealousy and insecurity.

"My ex-boyfriend is in love with someone else," she exclaimed. "I can't help but feel jealous every time I think about it." I tried to reassure her that it was normal to feel this way, but she seemed convinced that her jealousy was a sign of something deeper.

Jealousy, as an emotion, has been studied extensively in psychology and sociology. It is often described as a negative emotion that arises when we perceive a threat to our sense of control over another person, particularly in intimate relationships. Jealousy can be triggered by a variety of factors, including perceived infidelity, unfaithfulness, or a perceived lack of commitment from the partner.

Daisy's case illustrates how jealousy can manifest in different ways. In her case, it was characterized by anxiety, fear, and a sense of loss. She was afraid that her ex-boyfriend might be happy with someone else, and that she would be left feeling rejected and insignificant. She also felt a sense of guilt for not being able to trust her ex-boyfriend, even though she knew it was his right to be happy.

There is no quick fix to jealousy. It requires time, effort, and self-reflection. Daisy's case highlights the importance of addressing and managing jealousy in healthy ways. In the end, Daisy was able to come to terms with her feelings and move on.

"I'm not going to let my ex-boyfriend beat me at my own game," she said with newfound determination. "I'm going to work on myself and be the best version of myself for my future partner."
Family Weekly’s High School

By Larry Berstein

These are the high school stars college recruiters predict will be tomorrow’s football forces on university campuses.

The story of each school’s efforts to produce the best players are featured. The focus is on the high school teams, coaches, and players who are producing the top prospects for next year's college football season.

All-America Forecast

The Nation's Best College Prospects

High school stars to be the center of attention in the nation's high schools. Names of the top prospects are listed in the All-America Football Team, selected by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).

NAME SCHOOL CITY HEIGHT WEIGHT POSITION

The Names and Addresses of the Prospects

The names and addresses of the top prospects are listed in the All-America Football Team. The names are divided by position: Quarterback, Running Back, Fullback, Wide Receiver, Tight End, Offensive Line, Defensive Line, Linebacker, and Safety.

Learn the truth about the Catholic Church

The Catholic Church is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. We hold the key to understanding the history of the Catholic Church and its role in the world today.

Wednesday, The Dictator

The Dictator has interviewed the top prospects for next year's college football season.

Smith and Domestic

One of a kind.
I like Winston Super King for one reason.

Winston Super King gives me more of what counts: taste. A lot of extra-long cigarettes give you more length, but less taste. Real taste is what smoking's all about. For me, Winston Super King is for real.

WANT A TOUGH STAIN OUT?

For all those stains that every family seems to get an up close, try new Shout. It's needed to get the tough stains out. Works great on everything dresses, nurseries, and more. Guarantees permanent.
Be extra good to your cat.

Feed her like a kitten.

HABAND

NOW ON SALE

NO IRON KNIT SLACKS

2 Pairs for 15.95

SAVE $169.95

HABAND

375 North 1st Street
Paterson, New Jersey
Is there an answer to the smoking question?

Should people smoke? They've been battling that one since the smoking controversy started. Smokers have an answer. Non-smokers have another answer. And the critics of smoking think they have all the answers.

But arguing whether people should or shouldn't smoke isn't going to change anything. The reality is that people do smoke. And they will continue to smoke. No matter what anyone says.

So perhaps a more realistic question would be: what should a smoker smoke? If some smokers don't want to give up smoking yet find themselves concerned about 'tar' and nicotine, then the critics could well recommend that they switch to a low 'tar' and nicotine cigarette. Like Vantage.

And if some of these smokers prefer a menthol cigarette, then the critics could suggest that they switch to a low 'tar' and nicotine menthol. Like Vantage Menthol. Vantage Menthol offers smokers all the cool, refreshing flavor they could ever ask for. And at the same time gives them the substantial cur in 'tar' and nicotine they may be looking for.

Now Vantage Menthol isn't the lowest 'tar' and nicotine menthol around. But anything lower probably compromises the flavor.

So if you smoke a menthol cigarette, we're not going to argue whether you should or you shouldn't. The fact is you do.

And if you want to do something about 'tar' and nicotine, Vantage Menthol could be one answer for you to consider.
The Bundler

It's the "cheaper" gift of the season...

Outfit them, dress them, gift them the gift that suits them best. The Bundler will make any gal look like she's the darling of every crowd.

Meat-Stretching Spaghetti Sauce to Make Now. Eat any Time

ITALIAN MEAT SAUCE WITH SPAGHETTI
(Preparation time: 20 minutes)

1 pound lean ground beef
2 medium onions, chopped
1 can (15 ounces) tomatoes
1 can (8 ounces) tomato sauce
1 can (11 ounces) diced tomatoes
1/2 cup chopped celery
1/4 cup finely chopped green pepper
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
1/4 teaspoon fennel seeds
1/4 teaspoon oregano
1/4 teaspoon basil
1/4 teaspoon Italian seasoning

In a large saucepan, brown beef with onions. Add remaining ingredients. Simmer for 1 hour.

HOW TO GROW DRYERANS FOR MEAT SAUCE

1. Grow dryerans in a sunny window.
2. Water regularly until root system is well established.
3. Plant in the garden when danger of frost is past.

AIR DRYER ANS

- Compact
- Easy to use
- Dries quickly

Fits every head. Keep all hairstyles in place. Only $2.00

AMAZING NEW PRINCESS SLEEP CAP LETS YOU
Wake Up With Your Hairdo Looking "Beauty Salon" Fresh!

Fits every head. Keep all hairstyles in place. Only $2.00

How Well Can You Trust Your Hunches?

TRUE OR FALSE?

1. The idea is to use your hunches to predict what will happen. If you're wrong, you may lose money.
2. You can develop your hunching skills by reading books on the subject.
3. If you're a huncher, you can start your own business selling hunches.
4. Hunches are not useful in making decisions about health or personal matters.

ANSWERS

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False

Feeling better... BSTF (Boutique Support Team of Fashion) is a nationwide organization that provides support to those struggling with depression and anxiety. BSTF offers a community of support, resources, and encouragement. JOIN US today and become a part of the BSTF family! www.bstf.org

People Quiz

By John E. Smith

How Well Can You Trust Your Hunches?

TRUE OR FALSE?

1. The idea is to use your hunches to predict what will happen. If you're wrong, you may lose money.
2. You can develop your hunching skills by reading books on the subject.
3. If you're a huncher, you can start your own business selling hunches.
4. Hunches are not useful in making decisions about health or personal matters.

ANSWERS

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
What in the World!

MAILMAN QUOTES: The reason why.

For all 12 your (cigarettes), we con- sidered the idea of a mailman's daily routine. He's got to make his rounds, deliver the mail, and still find time to smoke. So we asked ourselves, "What is a mailman's daily routine?" We found that he has to make sure he delivers the mail on time. We also found that he has to deal with customers who may be in a hurry. We concluded that this is a busy life, but one that is not without its pleasures. We discovered that the mailman is a social creature, and he enjoys spending time with his friends. We also found that he has to be organized, and he has to be able to multi-task. We concluded that this is a life that is not without its rewards.

WITTY THAN A CAR A Money Book

The mailman is a social creature, and he enjoys spending time with his friends. We found that he has to be organized, and he has to be able to multi-task. We concluded that this is a life that is not without its rewards. We also found that he has to be a problem solver, and he has to be able to handle difficult situations. We concluded that this is a life that is not without its challenges.

Quips & Quotes

If you're going to have a drink, have a beer. If you're going to have a meat, have it rare.

-Samuel Johnson

School Holiday Bazaar

LITTLE ELLIE

The mailman is a social creature, and he enjoys spending time with his friends. We found that he has to be a problem solver, and he has to be able to handle difficult situations. We concluded that this is a life that is not without its challenges.

Saratoga 120's.

Introducing the Saratoga idea

Enjoy smoking longer without smoking more.

Saratoga 120's.

That's the Saratoga idea.

More puff than 100's. Tailored longer and thinner than 100's, so you enjoy extra smoking time, extra smoking pleasure, without smoking more cigarettes.

Priced no more than 25% more than 100's. And Saratoga 120's are rich, flavorful cigarettes made from a fine blend of tobaccos.